As told by the men who were there!
By Stephen C. Ananian,
Newsletter Editor, pilot 505th FS
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By Gen. John B. Henry, Jr.,
Commanding Officer

MG John B. Henry, Jr.

All three Squadrons flew 3 missions each that day. A few of our pilots flew
all three missions and most flew two missions. The follow-on missions of the day
were retardation in nature. They were to “counter” any enemy forces attempting to
move up and engage the invasion force. These missions were designed to destroy
any troop convoys, artillery, tanks and of course trains. The destruction of trains
was large on the list of targets. The 339th attacked several trains and racked up a
huge tally of destroyed and damaged rolling stock.
By the end of the day P-51s of the 339th had flown between fifteen and
twenty hours of combat flying and had reported three Ju-87s destroyed in
addition! During the three-day period of D-Day (June 6, 7 & 8), the Group
destroyed twenty-one enemy aircraft (17 air, 4 ground). After “D-Day plus two” we
went back to routine escort missions and seeking “targets of opportunity”. By this
time the 9th Air Force was getting on the ground in France to give close support to
the advance of the invasion forces across France and Germany.
The 339th Fighter Group acquitted itself with both honor and glory on D-Day
and made a substantial contribution to the success of the invasion forces.
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“The 339th was way ahead!”- Roger Freeman
By Stephen C. Ananian, pilot – 505th FS
On June 6th 2004 the whole world celebrated the
60th Anniversary of D-Day. I joined the 339th a few
months after that historic event and my knowledge of the
missions came from the participants themselves.
No account of D-Day would be complete if we did
not mention the outstanding performance of our ground
personnel. They kept aircraft “combat ready” for three
missions a day, working around the clock, foregoing food
and barely sleeping - -. What a team!
1/Lt Stephen C. Ananian
For the first time, we have our Commanding
Officer’s account as he remembers it! In addition, our former 339th FGA president,
Enoch Stephenson who led the Group into battle that day tells us his recollections.
Modest Hervey Stockman gives us his fascinating story but it takes Dutch
Eisenhart to tell you of Hervey’s quick thinking that probably saved his Squadron
CO’s life and may have saved the day as well. Major Gravette’s Radio Transmitter
was working but unknown to him his receiver was not! This meant he could not hear
the warning when Hervey Stockman called that they were being attacked by
German ME-109s. Hervey thinking quickly “fired a shot across the bow” to attract
his Squadron Commander’s attention, thus saving him and the
squadron from the consequences of a tragic attack by the
enemy!
Inconsistencies of the minor details such as
discrepancies in takeoff times added confusion to the tale. I
quote here from the Second Edition of our Group History as to
what transpired on those days. The mission accounts were
transcribed from the microfilmed records stored at Bolling Air
Force Base, Washington DC by Steve Fletcher, friend of the
Capt Charles
339th.
Nethaway, Public
The numbers of Aircraft Destroyed by pilots are
Relations Officer
extremely accurate since every pilot signed combat reports
with confirming statements by fellow pilots as well as combat films. No such
records were kept of the tremendous number of locomotives, rolling stock, troops,
tanks, trucks or buildings that were destroyed and that is unfortunate!
I have prefaced these accounts with two press releases, by Capt. Charles
Nethaway, our Public Relations Officer - errors and all (due to incomplete reports
at the time)! These accounts set the setting for the invasion and help tell the story.
D-Day
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During the three-day period of D-Day, we destroyed twenty-one enemy
aircraft (17 air, 4 ground), plus many trucks, trains, tanks and enemy convoys.
Eighth Air Force Aviation Historian, Roger Freeman writes - “Steve, the problem with claims is that high authority frequently revised
them in following days. From the Eighth Fighter Command daily reports the totals
of enemy aircraft credited as shot down gives the 56th FG a total of twenty-two
for the 6th, 7th and 8th of June ’44 and the 339th FG next with a total of seventeen.
In third place comes the 353rd FG with fourteen and a half.
These are air victories. I don't have the aircraft destroyed on the ground - although there were few during these three days. - - The 56th Fighter Group had their big day on the 7th when they were credited
with twelve and the 339th had eleven for the 8th.
The 339th was way ahead of the other P-51 groups for these days.”
Jim Starnes reminds me that it was the “luck of the draw”; the area you were
assigned to in those three days that determined your ability to find and destroy
enemy aircraft. Having said that, one also must remember that the 339th had been
in combat just one month!
Our R.A.F. Advisors had barely left us and our ground personnel were
overcoming the elements in a strange environment and putting us in the air without
a pause!
We were still “wet behind the ears” as they say. In
spite of that the Group was up there in second place,
scoring with the “leaders” in knocking the Luftwaffe out of
the sky!
2/Lt. Peter J. McMahon (505) scoring the highest,
is credited with having destroyed 3½ enemy aircraft in the
air during that 3-day “D-Day Period.”
–2 Ju-87s on 6 June
-1½ FW-190s on 8 June.
2/Lt. Peter J. McMahon
(Lt. Peter McMahon was reported KIA on 11 July 44
while strafing a Rail Yard in France.)
Bill Bryan (503rd), Gerald Graham (505th) and Richard Olander (505th) had
excessive flying time before D-Day and were ordered by their flight surgeons to
take a “leave” and go to London. Bill says, “When I objected because D-Day was
eminent. I was threatened that I would be grounded.” The three were in London
when they heard the news that the invasion had taken place they rushed back to
Fowlmere. Bill says, “I got back too late to fly on D-Day! The following day I flew
three missions.”

On the pages that follow is the account of D-Day, as told by the
men of the 339th Fighter Group that were there - - D-Day
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D-Day Minus One!
GROUP CALLED FOR SERIES OF SOFTENING-UP
MISSIONS AS STAGE IS SET FOR D-DAY SHOW
ENGLAND, June 5, 1944 - Today's sweep was the fifth in a row of missions
that failed to produce anything but poor weather and trips to France. Since May 30th
when the Group bagged six enemy planes in heavy fighting, nothing has happened
to change the scoreboard. Col. Henry, Capt. Larson, and Major Gravette have
swapped leads, and on at least one occasion the Group has been split into three
sections for a patrol job. Trouville was hit today; a point southeast of la Percee was
plastered. It's just plain dull!

Early morning takeoff at Fowlmere - no it’s not on D-Day but for the drop tanks and daylight it
could have been.

D-Day minus One from our history book “the 339th FG”.
5 Jun '44
No. 32
F/0#369
(0815 - 1122)
This was a bomber escort into northwest France. The bombers hit various
coastal targets between Cherbourg and Le Havre. The Group patrolled inland
an uneventful mission. Comment: ... All personnel were restricted to the post . . .
Line personnel were given orders on short notice to paint the planes with black
and white stripes-"invasion stripes."
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D-Day!
INVASION OPENS ON COAST OF FRANCE BETWEEN
CHERBOURG AND LE HAVRE; GROUP FLIES EARLY
MISSION; SOME PILOTS LOG 15 HOURS ON D-DAY
Eisenhower Breaks Monotony with Biggest Military Move in History
ENGLAND, June 6, 1944 - Just when everybody was about to go to sleep
and fall out of their airplanes, the invasion started. Nobody will ever remember all
the details of the event from the 339th’s viewpoint, but it is doubted that anybody
will ever forget the excitement the day produced.
In the air as early as 01:30am, the first mission was a six and a half hour run,
mostly in the middle of things like C47s. Everybody flew without lights and in
radio silence, which contributed to the tension. Weather was lousy.
The Group flew four missions, mostly to an area marked off for the 339th
below the invasion coast. One pilot logged over 15 hours and several flew 15 even!
Men on the line worked without a break and were forced to go to chow.
Two victories were registered when 2/Lt. William F. Mudge Jr. and 2/Lt.
Peter J. McMahon caught a couple of Stukas west of Orleans. "It was like shooting
fish in a bathtub," they said.
Lost were 2/Lt. Elton J. Brownshadel, who spun in near this station, and Maj.
Michael G. H. McPharlin, who had been flying with the 4th Fighter Group at
Debden. Details were lacking on McPharlin, who was initially reported MIA.
The invasion opened a new era for the Allies,
and members of the Group were looking forward to
plenty of action against the Luftwaffe, the pilots hoped.
Early reports indicated that the German air force would
at last be compelled to come out and fight.
(Enlisted men refused to stop working at high
speed. They were called upon last night to paint white
stripes on the airplanes, and many line members
guessed correctly about the coming invasion. They
weren't let in on the secret, however, and most of them
had to wait until the next radio broadcast, heard early
this morning, to get the straight dope.)
2/Lt. Elton J. Brownshadel, Austin, Texas Killed In Action on D-Day. A sad sequel to the
Brownshadel loss came just a few days afterward, when his brother also in the military and unaware of
Elton’s loss – came to visit him at Fowlmere and was greeted by the sad news of his brother’s death.
D-Day
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“Those Are My Boys - What An Outfit!”
By Major General John B. Henry Jr., USAF Retired
Commanding Officer 339th FG
On the morning of June 5th, 1944, the day before D-Day, the Weather was
good and things on the base at Fowlmere were progressing routinely until about
9:30am when my phone rang. The caller was Brigadier General Woodbury,
commanding the 66th Fighter Wing. He told me that there was a Commander’s
Meeting scheduled at Fighter Command Headquarters later that day. He suggested
that I come to his Headquarters without delay and ride down to Fighter Command
with him in his staff car.
I complied and within 45
minutes we were on our way. We
arrived at Fighter Command at about
11:30am. Some Commanders were still
arriving. At 12:30pm the Commander’s
Meeting was convened. At the
beginning of the briefings we were
admonished that the information we
were about to receive was of the
highest security classification that
existed in our government and that
we were not to discuss the
information with anyone except the
immediate
members
of
our
intelligence and operations staff who
would have to prepare the mission
briefing for the pilots.
In the briefing at Fighter
Command we were told that D-Day
would be launched beginning in the
early hours of June 6th. We were
given a general overview of the
invasion force that would be landing
L-R Brig. General Murray Woodbury, Colonel
on several beachheads along the coast John B. Henry and Lt General James Doolittle.
of France. We were informed about
Fighter Command’s task, which was to prevent enemy interference with the
operation both before the invasion troops got on French soil and after. We were
also informed that our missions would be designed to accomplish maximum
D-Day
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protection to the landings. Also that fighter aircraft
would be marked with black and white paint stripes to
distinguish them as “Friendlies”. We were told that
each group would fly several missions on D-Day and
that we should insure a maximum number of flyable
aircraft. As the meeting was closing we were given
maps and charts to be used in preparing mission
briefings and told to go directly to our respective
bases without talking to anyone enroute. We were
instructed to restrict all persons to the base and tell
all pilots to go to their quarters and get to sleep
early. I doubt that under the circumstances they
slept very much – if at all.
Col. John B. Henry, Jr.
General Woodbury and I arrived back at
Fowlmere at about 3:30pm. We looked into the “striping of aircraft” operation and
found it to be progressing satisfactorily. At that point I met with my Senior
Intelligence and Operations Officers, briefed them, gave them the maps and charts
that I brought back with me and told them to be ready for an Operations Order
which should be forthcoming soon.
Our first Operations Order called for the group to provide one squadron to
patrol an area between Lands End in Southeast England and the Jersey and
Guernsey Islands off the French coast to prevent German air attacks on the landing
barges. The Squadron selected for the mission was the 503rd. The pilots reported
to the briefing room at 11:00pm and at 12:30am twenty aircraft led by the then
Major Enoch Stephenson became airborne. These pilots are to be applauded for
their raw courage and skill taking off into an ink black sky with a 500-foot ceiling.
The 503rd flew patrol until 3:30am when they were relieved by the 504th and 505th
Squadrons. The 503rd then flew east into France searching for “targets of
opportunity”. They met with success! They found and destroyed a truck convoy
carrying troops toward the invasion landing areas. The 503rd returned to base at
6:00am.
All three Squadrons flew 3 missions each that day. A few of our pilots flew
all three missions and most flew two missions. The follow-on missions of the day
were retardation in nature. They were to “counter” any enemy forces attempting to
move up and engage the invasion force. These missions were designed to destroy
any troop convoys, artillery, tanks and of course trains. The destruction of trains
was large on the list of targets. The 339th attacked several trains and racked up a
huge tally of destroyed and damaged rolling stock.
By the end of the day P-51s of the 339th had flown between fifteen and
twenty hours of combat flying and had reported three Ju-87s destroyed in
addition!
D-Day
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After “D-Day plus Two” we went back to routine escort missions and seeking
“targets of opportunity”. By this time the 9th Air Force was getting on the ground in
France to give close support to the advance of the invasion forces across France
and Germany. The 339th Fighter Group acquitted itself with both honor and glory on
D-Day and made a substantial contribution to the success of the invasion forces.

The first of three missions flown on D-Day from our book “the
339 FG”.
The 503rd took off at midnight to patrol an area south of the
invasion and was relieved by the 504th and 505th about 3:00am.
th

6 June '44
No. 33 (First Mission)
F/0#371/FULLHOUSE
(0006-0548)
"D-Day" started shortly after midnight (12:06). The Group's first part was an
area patrol and support from south of St. Albans Head almost to the Channel
Islands. A dense overcast forced some early returns and probably caused a 504
pilot to spin out of formation and crash. All others returned safely. Although no
ammunition was expended or needed, it still was a very grueling patrol.
Losses / damaged:
- Lt. Elton J. Brownshadel (504), crashed, killed on takeoff.

6 June '44
No. 34
Mission)
F/0#371/STUD
(1354-1815)
The Group flew dive-bombing and strafing attacks against targets behind
the beachhead. Half the aircraft carried two 250-1b. bombs each and half
acted as escort. A marshalling yard at Sable was hit with very good results. East
of St. Brieuc, a railway bridge was hit with good to excellent results. A truck
convoy southeast of Fourgeres was also attacked. All returned safely.
(2nd
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My Most Memorable Mission!
By Enoch B. Stephenson, pilot 503rd
The day before D-Day, June 5th, the weather
was fairly decent with John Aitken leading our
Squadron. We returned to Fowlmere late and some of
us headed for the Officer’s Club, only to be told that
the club was closed and that we were to go to our
barracks and get some sleep.
As we departed for our quarters, I remember
seeing Colonel Henry in the company of General
Woodbury and General Doolittle in deep conversation.
General Doolittle had a roll of maps under his arm. It
didn’t take a genius to realize that we were on the eve
Maj. Enoch B. Stephenson
of D-Day.
We had returned from the mission to find that the mess hall was closed, as
was the case frequently upon returning from late missions. We did our usual amount
of complaining, to no avail. I got to bed since I was scheduled to lead the Squadron
the next day!
At 11:00pm my phone rang with the usual message, “Briefing in 30 minutes.” I
made the rounds of the flight leaders to get them up to rouse their pilots and we
made our way on the waiting trucks to the briefing room. There we were greeted
with the news that today June 6th was D-Day.
The Group was divided into two missions and the 503rd was assigned to fly
the first mission with takeoff at 12:30am. Takeoff was rather hairy! Weather
conditions were marginal. The only runway lights were six smudge pots! Two were
placed at the beginning of the runway, two at the halfway point and two at the far
end! The ceiling was about 500 feet and everything was blacked out, which meant
you had to fly on instruments once you were airborne. After a couple of circuits of
the field (to get in formation), we set course for “Lands End”. Despite the fact that
many of our young pilots had very little experience in instrument flying, there were
no mishaps and everything went smoothly.
Our assigned mission was to patrol the area from “Lands End” on the
southwest tip of Britain to the Islands of Jersey and Guernsey off the French
coast. We were to remain under the overcast and patrol back and forth for three
hours until the other two Squadrons of the 339th relieved us.
Flying the patrol was very boring because we saw no enemy activity. In
D-Day
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addition we were too far from the invasion beaches to see any of the activity of the
invasion itself.
After three hours of patrolling, the rest of the group relieved us, and as per
instructions, we proceeded to the south of the invasion area to look for targets of
opportunity. Our Squadron spotted a highway running east west and we flew
eastward along it. After about an hour we spotted a German convoy of six vehicles
carrying six enemy soldiers each toward the Beachhead. We attacked them
destroying all of the vehicles and killing an uncounted number of enemy soldiers.
By this time, I decided that we should return to Fowlmere for refueling and
rearming.
I was extremely proud of our pilots, specially the young and inexperienced
boys. The manner in which they executed the mission under rather trying
conditions, the takeoff in the dark without runway lights to guide them and to fly
on instruments the moment they were airborne!
I believe that June 6th will live as the most memorable of my missions during
my tour of duty.

The record from our book “the 339th FG”.
6 June '44
No. 35
mission)
F/0#372B
(1810 - 2230)
The Group's third mission flown produced the only air to-air claims for "DDay". Two pilots of the 505th became separated from the rest of the squadron
while climbing through the overcast. They found and joined several 355th Fighter
Group P-51s and flew patrol with them. They then strafed several trains near
Orleans. At about 2045 near Janville, France, they saw P-51s of the 357th Fighter
Squadron, 355th Fighter Group, attacking a squadron of Ju-87s near the deck.
They joined in and shot down three.
Claims: 3/0/0 air
- 2 Ju-87s shot down - Lt. McMahon (505) - 1 Ju-87 shot down - Lt. Mudge (505)
(3rd

Comment: On 7 June' 44, the Group flew several P-51Ds on combat
missions. One of the main changes was armament. The "B" and "C" models had
four .50-caliber machine guns with a total of 1,260 rounds. They had 350 rounds
for the inboard gun and 280 rounds for the outboard gun in each wing. The "D"
model had six .50-caliber machine guns with a total of 1,880 rounds; ie. 400
rounds for the inboard gun and 270 rounds for both the center and outboard
guns in each wing.
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I’ll Never Forget It!
By 1st/Lt Francis R. Gerard, pilot 503rd FS

(As published in the Asbury Park Press)

I was only 19 years old on D-Day and my
youth was to my advantage because we were so
physically challenged by the “prelims” to that
mission.
All the pilots were up the previous night
assisting crew chiefs and armorers in painting the
1st/Lt. Francis R. Gerard
black and white invasion stripes on the wings and
fuselage of our aircraft. Any plane not displaying those “Invasion Recognition
Stripes” would be shot down since they would be perceived as the enemy and
therefore were fair game for our Allies and us. To my misfortune, I drank too much
coffee while performing that chore and didn't sleep much that night.
We were awakened around 11 p.m. for our briefings. It was rainy, misty and
damp out. All of our flight gear, including the G-suits were damp! We took off at
around 12:30 a.m. with visibility less than 1/2 mile causing the loss of one pilot.
The Group flew three missions that day. Our first mission was an area patrol
from south of St. Albans Head to the Channel Islands . . . It was our assigned
mission to protect the west flank of the invasion force from any predators trying
to engage from the vicinity. Most of that mission was flown around 500 feet above
the channel in and out of the low clouds.
I was flying 'Green 4,' known as “Tail End Charlie”. It was challenging, but
compared to what the invasion forces were faced with we could not complain. The
mission for our squadron lasted six hours.
On the next mission of that day, we were charged with dive-bombing and
strafing attacks against targets behind the beachhead to the area north of Paris.
We hit a marshaling yard at Sable and a railway bridge east of St. Brieuc. We also
attacked a truck convoy southeast of Fourgere. The mission lasted four hours so it
was a 10-hour flying day, not including briefings and debriefings. I flew 10 hours on
the next day with 91 combat hours in the month of June.
I visited Normandy and the invasion beaches three times since the end of
the war and I can only state that the soldiers, sailors and paratroopers on that day
were the real warriors.

D-Day
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“Normandy Tiger Hunt” A painting by Heinz Krebs
This painting by Heinz Krebs depicts Francis Gerard and fellow pilots of the 503rd Fighter
Squadron on Normandy, strafing German Tiger Tanks on D-Day! This is the only painting that I am aware
of depicting the 339th in combat on that memorable occasion.

- - by Steve Ananian
Francis Gerard tells me that the abundant use of coffee the night before not only
kept the pilots awake but also overtaxed their kidneys. Using the “pilot’s relief tube”
requires a great deal of dexterity and attempting to use it is not recommended when flying
at night, in tight formation, on instruments or - - in a dogfight!
Frank recalls that on their return to the field, the pilot’s kidneys felt like they were
about to explode and they had to relieve themselves immediately by jumping out on the
wing and fulfilling nature’s call by urinating over the side!
Frank says, “The sight of those men, all standing on the wing of his aircraft and
responding to the urgency of the situation is one he will not forget!”
That is a picture I would love to have taken. Where are those cameras when you
really need one? Strange - is it not? - The insignificant details that come to one’s mind
about those momentous occasions.
D-Day
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It Was Indeed An Interesting Day.
By Dutch Eisenhart, pilot 504th
I recall we’d been advised the day before to attempt
to get a good night’s rest – not too unusual during these early
days.
We were awakened at midnight! Then Craigo coming
into our “C” Flight hutch to awaken us, McClure was in the
first bunk inside the door – his query “I just fell asleep!
What time is it??”
And so began a long day - - Our mission was to fly
Patrol along the western side of the invasion fleet. The
Briefing exuded a heightened sense of urgency; this was it!
Capt. Lee "Dutch"
Eisenhart
At the end of Briefing, I recall Col. Henry’s concluding
remark, “Well men, it looks like it’s Home for Christmas!”
We took off around 3:00am; the weather was marginal. I recall Bill Routt
calling back over the radio right after takeoff; “Better go on instruments right
after takeoff.” Bill was a good instrument pilot.
For this mission there were designated geographical points for crossing out
and coming back in. Our crossing out point was west of the Isle of Wight, probably
in the vicinity of Weymouth. If we attempted crossing out – or – in – at any place
other than the designated points we would be fired on by anti aircraft fire.
One of our pilots got separated during climb out and ended up over the North
Sea. Every time he attempted to cross back in he was fired at by anti aircraft fire.
He ended up hovering over the water until daybreak when he could pick out the
designated landmark to cross back in.
Our Squadron Commander wasn’t sure of our whereabouts in the cross out
area; understandingly so; the weather was stinko; we were in and out of “Scud” as
we circled attempting to get our bearings. It was while we were in this phase circling, that two of our men spun out, Lt. Elton J. Brownshadel being one of them.
(I don’t recall the name of the other pilot). Elton was a good pilot and a very
likeable chap. This could have happened to any of us.
Once we got our bearings and crossed out, the view below was indeed a sight
to behold!
Gunfire both from adjacent islands, from the fleet and eventually from the
beachhead reminded one of an intensive Fourth of July celebration!
Once it became daylight, the number of ships involved staggered the
imagination. It extended the full length from England to the Beachhead. It was
D-Day
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indeed a sight to behold, one I am grateful that I was privileged to observe from a
ringside vantage point.
I flew three missions that day for a total of 13¾ hrs. The second mission was
a bombing mission – to intercept any surface transport from moving supplies and
equipment up to the front. We hit two trains, one an ammo train. The last mission
was a fighter sweep south of the Beachhead. Enroute home, at dusk, we were flying
in battle formation, line abreast, beneath an overcast. Squadron Leader Gravette’s
radio receiver was inoperative. We could hear him but he could not hear us!
Suddenly Hervey Stockman called, “Bogies at 6 o’clock high!” (ME 109s were jumping
us out of the overcast. No doubt Radar vectored.) Stockman alertly fired a burst
across Gravette’s nose to attract his attention! Gravette’s response, “Stockman,
what the hell are you doing?!!!” By this time we’d all “broken” into the Jerries!
Gravette got the message! Score Zero – Zero for both sides.
For the next few days we literally lived in our respective squadron dispersal
areas. Cots were installed in the lounge so that between missions “we conked out.”
When we were scheduled to go again we received a whack on the soles of our flying
boots to awaken us. Each squadron had their own kitchen on the flight line so that
took care of the food angle.
The crew chiefs weren’t informed until the last minute they had to paint
“Invasion Stripes” on each aircraft. In desperation, they resorted to any kind of
brush available, including, I am told, shoe brushes and even scrub brushes.
I was informed my aircraft wouldn’t be ready in time so I was assigned a
different plane on D-Day. Imagine my surprise and chagrin, once it became daylight,
to find my aircraft was in the formation! Apparently it was called in commission at
the last minute and instead of switching aircraft, they gave mine to a newcomer
pilot.
A sad sequel to the Brownshadel loss came just a few days afterward, when
his brother also in the military and unaware of Elton’s loss – came to visit him at
Fowlmere to learn he had been killed on D-Day!
Unhappily such are the vicissitudes of war.

The record from our book “the 339th FG”.
7 June '44
The 503rd sent 18 aircraft to dive-bomb Laval Airfield. Takeoff was at 0426 in
darkness and through a low, dense overcast. Because of this and the resulting
difficulty getting into formation, the mission was cancelled. One pilot overshot
the runway trying to land and crashed. He still had two 250 lb. bombs on the
aircraft. They did not explode, but the aircraft was destroyed. All others were
back safely by 0521. No one received combat time for this flight. The mission was
rescheduled for later in the day. Losses/damaged:
-Lt. Folwell (503), crashed on landing, aircraft destroyed, pilot unhurt.
D-Day
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By Fred Cox, Ordnance
The P-51 model “D” has six .50 caliber machine
guns using six belts of ammunition containing
approximately 1,880 rounds. Before every mission, the
bullets are linked together to form these belts with an
electric Linking Machine.
Bout mid-night on the 5th of June 1944 my CQ
came to my room and woke me and said I was wanted on
the telephone. I went to the orderly room and there was
a Captain on the phone. He identified himself and then
1/Sgt. Fred Cox
ask me, "How much linked ammo did we have in storage."
My answer was, "Sir I don't know, but I do know we have
at least the amount that our regulations require that we have at all times.”
He then said, "That's not enough, so you should start linking". I went to
T/Sgt. Clyde Watson's room and woke him and discussed the phone conversation
with him. He agreed to get his normal linking crew to the Linking Hut and start
preparing more ammunition immediately. We certainly couldn't expect our normal
crew to carry the load of linking. So I was told to set-up a duty roster of all
Ordnance personnel including our four officers.
We had one electric powered Linking Machine. All of us did the linking. Our
ammo mixture was simple – nine armor piercing bullets then one tracer bullet – 9 –1
- 9 – 1 - - and so on. I think by 01:00am we had started linking the .50 caliber
machinegun belts.
Our next thought was "What do we do if the Linking Machine breaks down?”
My Commander Capt. Jack Hild started calling Depots trying to locate a
back-up machine. After making many calls he finally found one in a depot up in
Scotland. If we wanted it, we had to go to Scotland and pick it up.
So Sgt. Watson was called upon to get it. He got a Jeep and took off. He was
gone for 36 hours with little or no rest, food or sleep, but he finally returned with
the new machine for a backup. And yes the linking machine after running steadily
for 10 days - 24 hours each day our old machine broke down. But now all we did was
"smile" put the new one to work.
I don't remember how many days this lasted, but soon Sgt. Watson was able
to go back to his normal linking with his regular crew.
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Armorers clean 6 guns and load 1,880 rounds of .50 caliber ammunition into
Mustangs before every mission.

The record from our book “the 339th FG”.
7 June '44
No. 36
F/0#373
(0700-0945)
The 504th flew a dive-bombing and strafing attack to Laval, France. Each
aircraft carried two 250-1b. bombs. After bombing a marshalling yard with very
good results, they saw and shot down two FW-190s right on the deck. Nearby,
they found an airfield with a number of FW-190s parked under camouflage
netting. Only one light AA gun was firing so eight passes were made, destroying
five aircraft.
Claims: 2/0/0 air 5/0/0 ground
- 1 FW-190 shot down - Capt. Peter (504)
- 1 FW-190 shot down, 1 FW-190 destroyed/ground - Lt. Atteberry (504)
- 1 FW-190 destroyed/ground - Lt. Caldwell (504)
- 1 FW-190 destroyed/ground - Lt. Stevens (504)
- 1 FW-190 destroyed/ground - Lt. Waters (504)
- 1 FW-190 destroyed/ground - Lt. Corbin (504)
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From The Desk of Jim Starnes - Staff Columnist, pilot 505th
On the 60th anniversary of D-Day, I got a phone
call from Hervey Stockman and also Dutch Eisenhart
recalling our experiences on that date. Like those
gentlemen I have always considered it a special honor and
privilege to participate in such an historic event. No, it was
not hazardous in the manner of the guys going ashore or
the paratroopers dropping at night into enemy territory
with few clues as to where they had been delivered behind
the beachhead. But it was nonetheless exciting to do our
part in making the landings successful.
We were awakened shortly after midnight and told
to report to the flight line. There we discovered that the
Capt James R. Starnes
ground personnel had been up much of the night painting
large black and white stripes on wings and fuselages of our P-51s. At the briefing
we were informed of what was going on. The 339th mission was to secure the
northern flank of the English Channel against air attack on the thousands of ships
involved in the invasion. We were restricted as to a narrow envelope of air space
between 2,000 and 3,500 feet. C-47s with paratroopers would be going in below
2,000 and fighter bombers and bombers above 3,500. We were restricted from
crossing into France, since various sectors of French airspace had been assigned to
other fighter groups.
Major Don Larson led our squadron as we took off at night around 03:00
using headlights of jeeps to line up with the runway. There was a broken layer of
clouds at about 600 feet, which we climbed through, breaking out at about 1,200
feet. Our squadron formed up successfully in one circle and we headed south
toward our assigned patrol area. It was rather scary to do anything except stay in
formation during darkness, and I doubt that we could have prevented an air attack
on the invasion fleet before daylight. At least we were a mass of aircraft on
German radar patrolling back and forth over the English Channel. After it was light
we were treated to the spectacle of thousands of small ships streaming from the
British shore to the French shore with some returning empty for a second load. We
did not see anything hostile or shoot at anything on that first mission.
After the first mission on D-Day, the 339th was given a rectangular area of
France about 75 miles east of the beachhead for our operations, attacking ground
targets and anything flying in our area. I did not fly the second mission on D-Day
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but did fly the third, giving me nine and half hours in the air on that day. The only
aerial kills on D-Day for the 339th occurred when Peter McMahon and Bill Mudge
became separated from the squadron while climbing through the overcast and
joined up with the 355th, where that outfit found some JU-87s in the air. Peter and
Bill joined in and downed three of the JU-87s.

The record from our book “the 339th FG”.
7 June '44
No. 37
F/0#375
Area support mission to Laval, France.

(1029 - 1549)

7 June '44
No. 38
F/0#376
(1737 - 2140)
Area support mission to Nantes. Experienced heavy, intense flak in the
area, but all returned safely.

8 June '44
No. 39
F/0#377-1
(0425 - 0740)
The Group dive-bombed targets to the rear of the beachhead. Each
squadron was assigned a different target. The 503rd attacked oil storage and a
railroad station near Chateaubourg and Betton. An airfield at Rennes was seen,
but so heavily defended the strafing attack was called off when three aircraft
suffered minor damage. All returned. The 504th became separated in the
darkness and overcast, but most continued. After attacking a marshalling yard
and strafing trains, several aircraft were seen and shot down. Flak was very
intense.
Claims: 3/0/0 air
- 1 Do-217 shot down - Lt. Tower (505) /Lt. Opitz (505)
- 1 FW-190 shot down - Lt. Tower (505)
- 1 Me-l09 shot down - Lt. Starnes (505)
Losses / damaged:
- Lt. Ammon (503), slight damage by AA fire, returned - Two 503rd aircraft slightly
damaged by AA fire.
Comment: Lt. Ammon (503) reported on this mission, " . . . I outmaneuvered
a Me-l09 and finally forced him into the ground. I did not fire my guns, but the
Jerry crash landed at approximately 300 mph and skidded along the ground for
about 40 yards . . . I claim one (1) Me-l09 destroyed . . . ." The claim was
resubmitted on 22 July' 44. This time the "Victory Credits Board" “. . . after
reassessment has awarded a damaged . . . ." Later in the day, Lt. Ammon would
submit another claim that would not be downgraded.
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“I Chuckle At My Stamina At Age 22!”
By Hervey S. Stockman, pilot, 504th
On June 6th I flew three missions. My form 5
shows my first mission lasted 4 hrs. 55 min. with 2
landings! Not a clue as to where we went or why the 2
landings. I do recall that we were advised to bed early
because we’d be up early on the coming day.
They weren’t kidding! I was bounced out of bed not
long after midnight and “trucked” up to the group briefing
room for a real eye-opener. The route ribbons on the large
1/Lt Hervey S. Stockman
“mission map” had us heading south towards the southern
coast of England and a circular pattern between Sussex and the Normandy coast of
France.
“This is it!” was the thrilling announcement of the briefer.
The invasion of Hitler-held Europe was underway.
The ride around the perimeter track to the squadron was in silence. I
wondered if my good buddy, Ed Thistlethwaite – who was sitting in some Stalag
Luft1 had an inkling of what was underway - - ?
With my chute and my Mae West I headed out to the PSP2 hardstand where
my crew chief, Sgt Rudolph C. Josefczyk was preflighting 5Q-X, “Fuxum”. An APU3
was running providing power to the lights for the armorers. Rudy gave me a quiet
greeting, took my dinghy and backpack and set them in the cockpit. I made a
cursory walk-around, stepped up on the left main gear, pushed up on the left wing
leading edge and then grasped the cockpit sill and stepped in. My fingers felt
sticky. What the hell was that? Under my flashlight I could see I had black paint on
my palms. The invasion stripes applied earlier were still drying.
Rudy strapped me in, and around the perimeter track Packard-Merlins began
to snarl to life! Forty-eight Mustangs started the nose-weaving trundle to
marshaling for takeoff. Flagmen signaled brake release and we launched in elements
turning to cutoff the leaders. The weather was broken layers and clear at “level
off”.
Glancing below I could see nothing but darkness. The invasion below was
hidden. When dawn broke the magnitude of the invasion fleet was stunning.
Unforgettable! The control of the water traffic was rigid and so were the air
movements. Corridors feeding ships and aircraft to beaches, Barrage balloons
floated over the landing areas and over the English ports. Deviations from
controlled corridors would immediately draw A/A fire. My second mission I’m
guessing was an escort mission and lasted 4 hrs. and 25 mins. The third was an
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Interdiction for 2 hrs. 55 mins. My form 5 says I flew a total of 11 hrs. 35 mins. on
D-Day.

Yes, it was unforgettable!
1

Stalag Luft – POW camp, 2 PSP – Pierced Steel Planks, 3APU – Auxiliary Power Unit.

The record from our book “the 339th FG”.
8 June '44
No. 40
F/0#377-2
(0957-1325)
The Group took off on a combination dive-bombing and bomber escort to
Rennes. Over the Channel, the Group was ordered to escort the bombers
through their target before delivering their own bombs. Marshalling yards at Vitre
and Ploermel were then attacked with very good results. There was light flak in
the area.
Losses / damaged:
- Lt. Phillip H. Ewing (505) damaged either by flak or by his own bomb blasts.
Parachuted in the vicinity of Alençon, France, evaded capture and was later
returned.
8 June '44
No. 41
F/0#378
(1511-1820)
The Group participated in dive-bombing missions to targets of opportunity in the
vicinity of Rennes. The weather was very poor-4/10 overcast. The squadrons
broke up before attacking various targets: bridges, trains and a motor convoy.
Bombs carried were as follows: 5O3rd - one 5OO-lb. bomb each; 504th - two 250lb. bombs each; 5O5th - two 100lb. bombs each. While strafing, FW-190s
attacked and individual dogfights broke out.
Claims: 8/0/0 air
- 1 FW-190 shot down - Lt. Ammon (503)
- 1 FW-190 shot down - Lt. Whitelaw (503)
- 1 FW -190 shot down - Lt. Ball (504)
- 1 FW-190 shot down - Lt. W. A. Jones (505)
- 1 FW-190 shot down - Lt. Jaaskelainen (505)
- 1 FW -190 shot down - Lt. McMahon (505)
- 1 FW -190 shot down - Lt. McMahon (505) /Lt. Starnes (505)
- 1 FW -190 shot down - Lt. Olander (50S) / Lt. Sirochman (505) Losses / damaged:
- Lt. Zeine (504), crashed on takeoff w / two 250-1 b. bombs on aircraft; no
explosion; aircraft damaged; pilot unhurt.
- Lt. Robert C. Smith (503), shot down by FW-190s, KIA - Lt. Joseph F. Sawicki (505),
shot down by FW-190s, KIA - Lt. William A. Jones (505), damaged by FW-190s;
able to return to Friston, England; parachuted safely
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Our Nightmare - Warped Gun Barrels!
By Ronald Edker Miller, Armorer 505th
My memories of 'D' Day are still quite vivid.
For the Armorers it was a
seventy-two
hour
emphasized,
continuous work period.
During the
first three days of the invasion we had
no sleep and even our chow was brought
up to the line in order to not waste
'work time' by travel to the mess hall.
The planes would be gone what seemed
like only 20 to 40 minutes on their
missions (only across the North Sea)
and needed speedy servicing of fuel
armament and ammo.
The serious mechanical question
for us was "Would there be an ample
supply of gun-barrels to replace those
which had been warped by excessively
long bursts of firing by the pilots?"
Pilots would "lay hard on the trigger"
using the tracers to identify where
they were hitting. They would do that
instead of using short bursts. This in
S/Sgt Ronald E. Miller 505th armorer
spite of our warnings that long bursts
would destroy any accuracy of
firepower and would cause malfunctioned guns to become useless and the aircraft
an insignificant threat to the enemy.
The excitement and risk of mortal combat often does weird things to human
thinking - - even to young, intelligent pilots.
Another remembrance now was that during that seventy-two hour period
news of the invasions' progress and effect was very meager and unreliable. Morale
tended to become questionable, not knowing whether our extreme effort was, or
was not being effective.
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Saw a play and ate Chinese food
by Gerald E. Graham, pilot 505th FS
D-Day was anxiously awaited by all of the military personnel in England in the
spring of 1944. After more than
a year of training in the U.S., I
was sent to England, arriving at
Goxhill where I flew P-51
Mustangs at that operational
training base.
Upon completion of my
training I was sent to Fowlmere
England, where I joined the
339th Fighter Group, 505th
Squadron. I was assigned to “C”
flight which was led by Richard
Olander. Richard and I became
close friends and spent many of
Lt. Gerald E. Graham
our days off in London enjoying
Chinese food in Chinatown and a stage play or a movie.
The military build up in England was gigantic, with airfields and military bases
everywhere. We all knew that the invasion of Europe was to take place at any time
but it was a well kept secret that only the highest level officers knew.
Richard Olander and I had completed 8 continuous days of combat duty and
looked forward to 2 days off as was our regular schedule at that time. We took the
train from Royston to London on June 5th 1944, did some sight seeing, and went to
Chinatown for a Chinese dinner and then the theatre where we saw the stage play
“Arsenic and the old lace”. After spending the night in a London hotel we planned on
having breakfast and do some sight seeing before returning to Fowlmere. As we
were on our way to breakfast we were passing an office building staffed by military
officers of “SHAEF” (Supreme Headquarters of Allied Expeditionary Forces).
Parked at the curb in front of the building was an open command car with a woman
in the driver’s seat reading a newspaper with an exceptionally large headline
covering the entire width of the newspaper. We walked over to the car and Dick
took the newspaper from the driver and saw the headline “Invasion” in large bold
letters. We read a few of the details, handed the paper back to the driver, and ran
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back to our hotel for our bags. We then hailed a taxi to the train station, arrived at
our base at Fowlmere, just in time to fly the
next mission wearing our dress uniforms.
D-Day as the invasion is called will
remain in our memory always. I recall the
view of the beachhead as we flew over, with
hundreds of empty ships and landing craft
spread for miles along the shore. Our
mission for the day was to patrol a section
inland from the beachhead. On the map, the
beachhead area was laid out in grids. We
were divided into two sections with the first
taking off before sunrise and remaining until
relieved by the rest of the group shuttling
back and forth all day long. Each section
would return after being relieved, refuel,
rearm and be ready to return so that our
assigned
rectangle
was
defended
continuously from daybreak to sunset. Our
Capt. Richard Olander
mission was to destroy anything that moved
in our area in order to deny the Nazi’s any material or reinforcements and to
defend our troops against any attack by German aircraft.
June 6, 1944 is a memorable day in the lives of all who were involved in any
way with the invasion of Europe which put an end to Hitler’s reign of terror and
tyranny. I am proud to have been a part of a great day in our history and happy that
I did not miss it.

The record from our book “the 339th FG” states the following:-

9 June '44 No mission flown – 10 June ’44 back to normal
combat!
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“Wee Mac” by Jim Starnes,
(September 2002 issue of newsletter)
Major Michael McPharlin, Group, from
Hastings, MI, was killed on D-Day, 6 June 44
while flying with the 4th Fighter Group. He was
officially our group deputy commander, although
he did not function as such. Mike joined the
339th at Walterboro, SC, and was commander of
the 505th at Rice Field, CA, until 15 Jan 44 when
he moved up to group. He was a most unusual
character and a self-described ‘miss-fit’ in the
339th. Dr. Fred Scroggin (Flight Surgeon) noted
that Mike was on ‘sick call’ almost every morning
at Rice Field, although he just wanted to talk.
Before the war he was a medical student
Maj. Michael G. H. McPharlin
in Germany and spoke fluent German. When he
joined the Royal Air Force in 1940, they wanted him to be a medical officer, but he
insisted on becoming a fighter pilot. In 1942 flying with No. 71 Eagle Squadron,
Mike shared in several FW-190 kills and a probable JU-88 bomber. He knew the
Germans were monitoring R.A.F. radio channels, so he would curse in German and
dare them to come up to fight their Spitfires. After the Eagle Squadrons were
transferred to become the 4th Fighter Group, he spent some time there before
returning to the states.
Major McPharlin then returned to England in Feb 44 as part of the advance
echelon, but spent time with some old Eagle squadron buddies at the 4th Fighter
Group. He never flew a mission with the 339th; Colonel Henry let him take his P-51B,
6N-Z “Wee Mac” to Debden where he flew combat with the 334th Fighter Squadron
led by his buddy from the Eagle Squadron, Major Winslow Sobanski. He scored one
and a half kills in May 44 flying with the 334th.
On ‘D-Day’, 6 June 44, he was flying as ‘White Three’ (element leader) in a
flight led by Sobanski. They were strafing in the 4th Fighter Group Area northeast
of the Normandy Beachhead when McPharlin called out that his left magneto was
out, his engine was running rough and that he was aborting. Soon thereafter White
two called out “Watch those behind you, White leader!” Nothing further was heard
from White flight, and later all four pilots were reported as killed in action.
He is buried in the American Military Cemetery at Normandy.
Maj. McPharlin was credited with having destroyed one and a half Me-109s in
the air and a Do-18 on the water while flying with the Eagle Squadron.
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